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High-end Hidden Camera Experts

CAMDUCK
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Getting to know WIFI Camera 

Cover Board

Hidden SD Card Slot

Lens

Hidden Built-in
Indicator Light

USB Port

Anti-slip Groove

Reset Button
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How do I insert the SD card

Please format the SD card on computer before inserting.

Open the
back cover

64G

 Insert the
SD card

Cover the
back cover

Indicator light:

If blue light stays on,  the camera is connected to wifi.

If blue light flashes,  the camera is not connected to wifi.

If red light stays on,  the sd card is recognized.

If red light flashes,  the sd card is not recognized.
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Note: This camera doesn’t support login web page or computer

     When using the App, Please allow "CAMDUCK" APP access
to location/notification/local network for the APP to work properly.

Scan it to Download app

  Enter the APP store of your Phone 

search for " " and download the APPCAMDUCK

For iPhone

Open

 “APP Store” 

How do I download the APP ?

Search
‘ CAMDUCK ’

and 
download

For Android

Open

 “Play Store” 

Method 1： 

Method 2： 



* Please select a high-speed memory card;

* The product cannot save recorded video without a memory card.

* In loop recording mode, the camera automatically save a video per 10 

       minutes.

  I n mot ion d e te ct ion mod e , the camera records a 2 minutes

    v ideo after motion detected.

    If you have inserted sd card into camera, the 
recorded video will automatically be saved in sd card.

     (maximum support 128G; the micro sd card is not included 
with this product)

How to save the recorded video?
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    In the case of inserting a memory card, the red indicator will stay on 

and go out after 1 minute.

     In the absence of a memory card, the red indicator light will flash 

for 1 minute and then go out.

Plug the camera in outlet, and it will start up. 

How do I start up the camera ? 

    8 seconds after the power is connected, the b lue and re d 
ind icator l ight w i l l both be on or f lash, and the camera will 
start up. 
    After 1 minute, the red and blue indicators will go out and the 
product will automatically enter recording mode.
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How do I connect to the Internet ?

NOTE:The Camera does not currently support 5G WIFI

1. P lease connect your (home/off ice. . . ) WIFI in our 

    phone's settings first.

2. Open the CAMDUCK APP, click ‘+ ‘to choose Remote 

    Monitor Setting.

    And then follow tips to complete the WIFI configuration.
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High-end Hidden Camera Experts

CAMDUCK

START

CAMDUCK

Click + to add camera

CAMERA SHOP GIVEAWAY CONTACT US

CAMDUCK

CAMERA CONTACT USSHOP GIVEAWAY

Remote Monitor Setting
Remote viewing when you are not near the camera

Close Range Monitor Setting
Only view video when close to camera

Maximum Distance in open environment：30m
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Remote Monitor Setting

ok

Set Internet Connect the cameraConnect the camera Add successfullyAdd successfully

WIFI Name

WIFI Password

OK

Remote Monitor Setting

The Camera does not currently support 5G WIFI

ok

Set Internet Connect the cameraConnect the camera Add successfullyAdd successfully

WIFI Name                                 **********

WIFI Password                           *****

What is the difference between router 5G and mobile phone 5G?

    The 5G of the router means that the operating frequency of the 

router is 5Ghz, which is 5000Mhz.

    The 5G of mobile phones refers to the fifth generation of 

mobile communication technology.

    This G is the English abbreviation of the 1G/2G/3G/4G/5G era.

    The camera does not support 5G signal means that the router 

sends out a 5G signal with an operating frequency of 5Ghz, not 

the 5G signal of the mobile phone.

    If the router you use is 2.4G / 5G dual-band, please name your 

router 2.4G / 5G separately, and then set the camera to connect.

The Camera does not currently support 5G WIFI

WIFI Name

WIFI Password

The Camera does not currently support 5G WIFI

    If the router you use is 2.4G / 5G dual-band, please name your 

router 2.4G / 5G separately, and then set the camera to connect.

Tips

Please control the distance between

mobile phone, camera and router 

within 2m when configuring the network

OK

2
m

Router

Cam Phone

Please check if the camera was plugged in 

and then there are lights to flash after plugged

If blue light flash until off, please tick

If blue light  on until offflash

If blue light  on until offstay

No indicator light on

Remote Monitor Setting

Set Internet Connect the camera Add successfullyAdd successfully

please confirm whether the 
mobile phone is connected to 2.4G wifi

1. Some cameras do not support 5G WIFI, please 

refer to the user manual for the details.

2. Don't support enterprise-level routers at present.

3. The name of the router's WIFI cannot be hidden. 

4. The router can not open the AP isolation, anti-

scratch, and other options to restrict wireless 

access.

  Tips

ok

Remote Monitor Setting

Set Internet Connect the cameraConnect the camera Add successfullyAdd successfully

WIFI Name                                 **********

WIFI Password                           **********

Some cameras do not support 5G WIFI, please refer to the 
user manual for the details.

XXXX-2.4G

XXXX-5G

2m

2m

Please connect the camera signal on your 

phone's wifi list.

The camera signal name is：

CAM***-*****

Please tick if you have read the above text

To connect the camera wifi

< Settings WLAN

WLAN

NETWORKS

12:20

CAM***-XXXXX

If not find the camera WIFI, click here

Remote Monitor Setting

Set Internet Connect the camera Add successfullyAdd successfully

Currently connected WIFI：******

Please connect the camera signal on your 

phone's wifi list.

The camera signal name is：

LUOHECAM-***** or CAM***-*****

After connected, back to APP

Please tick if you have read the above text

To connect the camera wifi

< Settings WLAN

WLAN

NETWORKS

12:20

LUOHECAM-XXXXX

Remote Monitor Setting

Set Internet Connect the cameraConnect the camera Add successfullyAdd successfully

Tips

Camera signal name is:

CAM***-*****

Password：camdog66

The password-free

version requires no password

OK

After connected, back to APP
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Set Internet Connect the camera Adding...

18%

Connecting to WIFI, Please wait...

Do not leave this page

Please connect the camera signal on your 

phone's wifi list.

The camera signal name is：

CAM***-*****

Please tick if you have read the above text

To connect the camera wifi

< Settings WLAN

WLAN

NETWORKS

12:20

CAM***-XXXXX

If not find the camera WIFI, click here

Remote Monitor Setting

Set Internet Connect the cameraConnect the camera Add successfullyAdd successfully

Searching for CAMERAS

CAMDUCK

CAMERA CONTACT USSHOP GIVEAWAY

News              Local File            SD File            Setting

CAMDUCK
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camdog66

CAMDUCK

Remote Monitor Setting

3:01 3:01

13

10

14 15

3:01



How to connect mobile phone to the camera
without internet?

      Open the CAMDUCK APP, Click the "+" to select the 

manual networking mode.
      And then Follow tips to add the camera to the 

APP list.

Camera WIFI name: CAM***-******

CAMDUCK

Click + to add camera

GIVEAWAY CONTACT US

CAMDUCK

CAMERA CONTACT USSHOP GIVEAWAY

Remote Monitor Setting
Remote viewing when you are not near the camera

Close Range Monitor Setting
Only view video when close to camera

Maximum Distance in open environment：30m
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CAMDUCK

START

CAMERA SHOP



3:01

* Camera Found

cameraMobile phone

Close Range Monitor Setting

Loading...

Please connect the camera signal on your 

phone's wifi list.

The camera signal name is：

CAM***-*****

Please tick if you have read the above text

To connect the camera wifi

< Settings WLAN

WLAN

NETWORKS

12:20

CAM***-XXXXX

If not find the camera WIFI, click here

Currently connected WIFI：******

Please connect the camera signal on your 

phone's wifi list.

The camera signal name is：

LUOHECAM-***** or CAM***-*****

After connected, back to APP

Please tick if you have read the above text

To connect the camera wifi

< Settings WLAN

WLAN

NETWORKS

12:20

LUOHECAM-XXXXX

Tips

Camera signal name is:

CAM***-*****

Password：camdog66

The password-free

version requires no password

OK

After connected, back to APP

cameracameraMobile phone

Close Range Monitor Setting

* Camera Found

Tips

Please control the distance between

mobile phone, camera and router 

within 2m when configuring the network

OK

CameraMobile phone

2m

87
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Please check if the camera was plugged in 

and then there are lights to flash after plugged

If blue light flash until off, please tick

If blue light  on until offflash

If blue light  on until offstay

No indicator light on

cameraMobile phone

Close Range Monitor Setting

Close Range Monitor Setting Close Range Monitor Setting



CAMDUCK

3:01

camdog66

3:01

Set Internet Connect the camera Adding...

18%

Connecting to WIFI, Please wait...

Do not leave this page

CAMDUCK

CAMERA CONTACT USSHOP GIVEAWAY

News              Local File            SD File            Setting

CAMDUCK
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Remote Monitor Setting

13

10

14 15

Please connect the camera signal on your 

phone's wifi list.

The camera signal name is：

CAM***-*****

Please tick if you have read the above text

To connect the camera wifi

< Settings WLAN

WLAN

NETWORKS

12:20

CAM***-XXXXX

If not find the camera WIFI, click here

Remote Monitor Setting

Set Internet Connect the cameraConnect the camera Add successfullyAdd successfully

Searching for CAMERAS

2022/07/26  11:46:42

GMT 2022-07-25 20:49:00

1080P   720P

News Photo Rec

Local File    SD File   Max

Zoom in or out the film

CAMDUCK



About charging

      Heating will occur when charging a mobile phone, which is 
a normal phenomenon.
      Note: Please do not use this product to charge 2 mobile 
phones at the same time. If there is any blur or blue screen 
during the charging process, unplug the camera and wait for 
the temperature to return to normal.

O OOperating Temperature :-10 C-25 C
Temperature rise is normal 

when charging devices on the product

Card Reader, User Manual.Cover Board Removal Tool,

Accessory
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     For your better experience, please put the camera within 20 
feet from the wireless router and make sure no barriers in 
between.

If you have any issue, please feel free to contact us.
We have a strong team and we are here to serve you.
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